WALLPAPERS
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

STABLE GRAIN

Yo2 matt non-woven wallpaper is a dimensionally stable product that is most commonly used for
the residential market. The base is made out of a fabric-like material made from long fibers,
bonded together by a heat treatment. This process creates a mesh that bonds the wood
fibers tightly together making the product extremely durable. The stable grain is made without
textured embossing and an additional protective varnish (heavy metal free) is added for
extra washability and scrub resistance.

Matt Non-Woven
Weight: 155g/m2
Thickness: 0.16 mm
Printed with ECO friendly toner dry ink
UV-Resistant
Fire Classification Bs1-d0 (European) & ASTM 84 (American)
No addition of formaldehyde or heavy metal compound
Width: 50 cm (19,68 inch)
Dry-Removable:comes off easily
Matt finish
Residential Material
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STANNIC GOLD | IRON SILVER | MARSHAL BRONZE
EXIGUOUS GOLD
YO2 metallic (gold, silver and bronze) range offers you the opportunity to add a glamorous
metallic effect to your wall. With a metallic coating on top of a dimensionally stable non-woven
backing, the wallpaper is suited for both the residential market and contract market.

Non Woven Metallics
Weight: 220g/m2
Thickness: 0.25 mm
Printed with ink (Green guard certificate, low chemical emissions)
UV-Resistant
Fire Classification Bs1-d0 (European) & ASTM 84 (American)
Width: 50 cm (19,68 inch)
Panel Height: Customizable (standard 270 cm)
Dry-Removable:comes off easily
Contract Quality
Super Washable
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CONSTRUCT ROBUST | FABRICATE FIRM | EMBODY STARK
STRUCTURE HEAVY | COMPOUND ACTIVE | STRAP CLOTH
Textured vinyl wallcovering with a non-woven backing. It is suitable for a whole range of
applications, from a personalized mural for consumers or a tailor made and decorative
wallcovering for hotels, offices, healthcare institutions to a durable shop interior or creative set
design. The textured coated surface ensures a striking and vibrant color range.

Textured Vinyl
Weight: 350g/m2
Thickness: 0.50 mm
Printed with ink (Green guard certificate, low chemical emissions)
UV-Resistant
Fire Classification Bs1-d0 (European) & ASTM 84 (American)
Width: 50 cm (19,68 inch) & 100 cm (39,37 inch)
Panel Height: Customizable (standard 270 cm)
Dry-Removable:comes off easily
Textured Finish
100% Anti-Microbial (treated with biocide)
Contract Material
Super Washable
Scratch Resistant
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GRAIN LOADED

High end quality textile wallcovering with actual cotton threading , the substrate is extremely
durable, breathable, stain- resistant and provides exceptional insulation. Due to it’s textile top
layer, the wallcovering gets a unique and gorgeous high-end effect.

Textile
Weight: 250g/m2
Thickness: 0.50 mm
Printed with ink (Green guard certificate, low chemical emissions)
UV-Resistant
Fire Classification Cs1-d0 (European)
Width: 50 cm (19,68 inch) & 100 cm (39,37 inch)
Panel Height: Customizable (standard 270 cm)
Dry-Removable: comes off easily
Textile Wallcovering
Contract Quality
Super Washable
Scratch Resistant
High end Effect
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